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Phase fluctuations in theRYB approach to the strong coupling Hubbardmodel are studied in mean field approximation, reflect-
ing the change from local to global gauge symmetry induced by holedoping.

Thediscovery of the ceramic high temperature su- forward by Baskaran et a!. [3] who proposed a mean
perconductors [1] has produced a new strong mo- field theory for a singlet pair phase. The order pa-
tivation for a betterunderstanding ofvarious aspects rameter used in this mean field theory is suited to
of the physics of strongly correlated Fermi systems. describe superconducting states as well. The mean
Among these aspects are the Mott—Hubbard insu- field approximation is, however, not sufficient for an
lating state and superexchange antiferromagnetism. appropriate description of possible superconducting
One line of thought tries to let high-temperature su- phases for at least two reasons: (1) it ignores certain
perconductivity originate from the antiferromag- essential correlation effects and (2) it also ignores
netic exchange interaction via the resonating valence the features due to local gauge invariance. Various
bond (RVB) concept [21. In order toput such ideas attempts togo beyond the mean field approximation
on a more profound basis it is necessary to properly and avoid these deficiencieshave been made [4—6].
include the strong electronic on site correlations and In ref. [4] a functional integral formulation was
to improve the understanding of quantum fluctua- introduced which is able to retain the important
tions. Thepresent paper suggestsaproper mean field phase fluctuations due to the local gauge properties
treatment that takes both aspects into account. and which permits to include all correlation effects,

The RVB concept makes useof the idea that in the although only in a high temperature expansion. A
presence of strong quantum fluctuations antiferro- static approximation — which is a standard and al-
magnets can be described in terms of singlet pair most unavoidable approximation in evaluating func-
states. A first attempt to formalize this idea was put tional integrals — was used in this work. The static

approximation certainlyhas itsproblems at low tern-
peratures, where it was shown to give e.g. the wrongMarian Drzazga died in January 1989 from injunes suffered

in a traffic accident. answer for the ground state energy for a single bond
2 On leave from Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität [7]. Nevertheless, more reliable information can be

zu KOIn, D-5000Cologne 41, FRG. obtained about the symmetry properties of the or-
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dered phases. In fact, the path integral formulation approximation and up to leading orders in A and in
of ref. [4] shows a phase transition to an extended the hole fugacity z=exp (flfl), where fl = — J, the
s-wave state which smoothly turns into a state with free energy F is given by [41
a chiral symmetry at lower temperatures. This chiral FT b ~ 2 b 1 ~‘ 4 “

state has in the meantime become known as the flux cO= 2 L~14,1 — ~( —3z) L~ ,,l
phase [8,9], which ismost recently also discussed in
the context of fractional statistics [10] and time re- + b4 ~ 121 2

<jfk>versal symmetry (T) and parity (P) violating ground
states [11—13]. +b4 ~ (AiJA7kAklA7~+c.c.)

We start from the t—J model as the strong coupling
limit U/i>> 1 of a two-dimensional Hubbard model qz

— — ~ (A1A’~+c.c.) (4)on a square lattice: 2 ---

H= — t ~ (P1 +0 C~c~P0÷1+h.c.) The indicated figures show the spatial bond orien-
tation to be summed over in the corresponding sum.

—J ~ b~b~. (1) The coefficients in (4) are given by
<~> 23 t T—T~0 _____

J= 412/ U is the exchange energy and q= (~~), 4T b~= 96T
2

b~= (c~c~— c~c~) (2) and T~
0= J/4. The local con:traints of no double oc-

cupancy,as enforcedby the projectionoperators, are
is a singlet creation operator for the bond <if>. The handled by using a localized basis (states I t>~I ~>,
projection operators P0~1in the kinetic energy avoid 10> per site) in performing traces.
double occupancy of sites. In the half filled band case In the followingwe consideronlyeffects up to first
(1) reduces to an insulating antiferromagnetic Hei- order in the hole doping concentration ö, which are
senberg model which is invariant under the local missing in the mean field version ofBaskaran et a!.
gauge transformation c~—~ exp (iv,, )c1~,[5]. This lo- [3]. In this small doping limit the hole fugacity is
cal U (1) symmetry cannot be spontaneously broken directly proportional to ö. We identify
according to E!itzur’s theorem [141, and therefore ~ 2~ —flF4
<b<,> =0 in the half-filled band case. Doping with <b1~> <4,> = ~ —fiF (5)
holes converts the local gaugesymmetry into a global <~>
one, which can be spontaneously broken and allows and emphasize the role of the phase fluctuations for
the order parameter <ba> to be nonzero. A proper the order parameter. Assuming that the amplitudes
mean field theory has to take into account these sym- of 4, depend only weakly on position, k
metry requirements and should avoid to break the 4~exp (iq~)[5], we obtain from (4) a simplified
local symmetry “by hand”. version of the free energy

In a previous paper [4] we have developed a path
integral formulation and used the Hubbard Strato- FzzF[40] +i~.Fi[~]+L~.F2[~J (6)
novich identity to decouple the exchange interac- where
lion. Thegrand canonical statistical sum can then be
written as a functional integral, 2b~A~~ COS(~—~Ik+~k1—~,I) , (7a)

TrPo+1e~’
1 cO D

= J fl ~
2~P4(~)) e~Ft

4(t)1, (3) AF
2[~]= ~ cos(co,1—coi~). (7b)

<,~> LI r

where the effective free energy F is a functional of We may use the F[40] part of the free energy to de-
fluctuating bond order parameters A,~(i).In a static termine A~(T) [5] leading to
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6T~0T— T~0 8 The expectation values a and b have to be deter-
A0 ( T) = -j--~-~-~~ ‘ mined self-consistently with the free energy i~.F[v,],

following the prescription given in (5). In the vicin-
which next enters i~iF1[v,]and ~F2 [i,] as an input ity of the phase boundary this leads to the equations
parameter. The average ~- / ~— \ ~,‘ v2 r

If X~f~ ~ i~Y (13a)
~ 2T2~2T) ~ K~J~(y)

is then performed with 1[Q~]+~.F2[~9]only. K~ 1 (K~~ K~Jjy) l3b
i\F1 contains only the plaquette term which is in- b = — ~ ~ ~ — K

2 J(y) ‘

variant under local gauge transformations. i~.F
2[~‘],

however, is only globally gauge invariant and van- where
ishes at half filling where z=0. 1

In the absence of doping we can apply Elitzur’s J~(x)= ~— J cos(n~)e~
0”°d~

theorem [14] and show that

is a Bessel function of the first kind and y=<cos91
1~>m~limlim j fldq~exp(—/3~F1[~,]) —2b4(A~/T)T~0.

.J~oN~ k,l The set of equations (13) has only one physical

solution a = b below a critical temperature
XexP(J~cosQ~kl)cosc9u=O~ (9) T~=3qzA~/T~0. (14)

using the gauge transformation a and b have a mean field type temperature depen-
dence close below T~as given by

B,k=~1k—~(ô,,I+ôk,1+~,,f+ök,f)colf I T —T \i/2

(10) ab~T[ I J(y)/J(y)]) . (15)

and following Elitzur’sproof as outlined in ref. [14]. T~,increases linearly with the hole concentration ô—~z
Consequently the RVB state is not coherent in the for small doping. The plaquette term reflects itself
half-filled band case [5]. The result given by (9) is only in the presence of the J1/J0 term and tends to
verystrong. It implies that the plaquette term cannot lower the value of a and b. Since the order param-
be decoupled in any way in the calculation, because eters attain the same value on the x- and y-bonds,
this always introduces artificially non-zero averages, a = b, the solution of the self-consistency equations

On the other hand ~.F2[~] possesses only global has the extended s-wave symmetry. Similar results
gauge symmetry which canbe spontaneously broken. with T~increasing linearly with doping were also ob-
A proper mean field approximation for phase fluc- tamed by Fukuyama et al. [15] and by Nakamura
tuations can therefore be formulated by decoupling andMatsui [6] using MonteCarlo techniques. They
~.F2[~] according to observe, however, a transition to a d-wave phase.

In summary, we have presented here a RVB mean
= AF1 [~]— ~ [K~(a,b) cos(Q,11+~) field theory for phase fluctuations that seems to re-

flect properly the fundamental change of gaugesym-
+K~(a,b) cos(~1,,+~)], (11) metry arising from hole doping. Away from half-fill-

where we have introduced ing the mean field theory shows a finite temperature
transition to a coherent state with extended s-wave

a= <cos(~,,,+~)>, b <cos(~,,,+~)> symmetry. Fromourearlier path integral analysis [4]

and we know that the chiral state (fluxphase) minimizes
the free energy at low temperatures for small doping

K~(a,b) = 2qzA~(a+2b)=K~(b,a). (12) and the, extended s-wave phase will continuously
T~0 change into the chiral phase with decreasing tem-
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perature or decreasing doping. A similar result was [21P.W. Anderson, Science 235 (1987) 1196; in: Frontiers and
recently obtained by Fradkin and Kivelson [16]. We borderlines in many-particle physics, eds. J.R. Schrieffer and

R.A. Broglia (North-Holland,Amsterdam, 1988).therefore expect the chiral phase to be stable at low [3]G. Baskaran, Z. Zou and P.W. Anderson, Solid State
temperatures in contrast to a conclusion recently ob- Commun. 63 (1987) 973.
tamed by Dombre and Kotliar [17] in a large-n ex- [4] M. Drzazga, A. Kampf, E. Mtiller-Hartmann and H.A.
pansion. Nevertheless, we are aware that the effects Wischmann, Z. Phys. B 74 (1989) 67;
of low dimensionality on T~are not included in our E. Mtiller-Hartmann, M. Drzazga, A. Kampf and H.A.

Wischmann,PhysicaC 153—155 (1988) 1261.mean field treatment [181. [5] 0. Baskaran and P.W. Anderson, Phys. Rev. B 37 (1988)

580.
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